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1. The following pages contain a consolidated text of the final draft revised versions of the 
Co-Chairs’ working papers as prepared by the Co-Chairs of Working Group 1 based on the textual 
proposals submitted during the first and second meetings of Working Group 1 at INB4. All proposals 
suggesting language not found in the Revised Co-Chairs’ conference papers from Working Group 1 
during the third session of the intergovernmental negotiating body (A/FCTC/INB4/5) have been 
integrated into the text. In this document the sections addressed by Working Group 1 during those 
meetings are presented in the order they appear in the Chair’s text.1 These sections are presented in 
three parts in three separate documents: 

Co-Chairs’ working papers: final revision part 1 

G. Non-price measures to reduce the demand for tobacco 

G.1, G.1(a)-(e) 

Co-Chairs’ working papers: final revision part 2 

I. [Measures related to] / [Controlling] the supply of tobacco 

I.8-12 

Co-Chairs’ working papers: final revision part 3 

G. Non-price measures to reduce the demand for tobacco 

G.2-4 

                                                      
1 Document A/FCTC/INB2/2. 
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H. [Demand reduction measures concerning tobacco [dependence] / [addiction] and 
cessation] / [[Fighting] / [Reducing] tobacco [dependence] / [addiction]] 

H.1 and H.2 

2. Because sections I.8 through I.12 have been transferred to Working Group 2, they do not appear 
in this text with sections G.2, G.3, and G.4 and article H. Sections I.8 through 12 appear in Part 2 of 
this document (A/FCTC/INB4/2(c) Part 2). 

3. Throughout this document, square brackets are used to distinguish those words or phrases that 
remain controversial. Such brackets normally indicate that the words enclosed within them can either 
be included in or excluded from the text; when bracketed words appear within a text that is already 
bracketed, those words within the innermost brackets should be dealt with first. Bracketed texts 
separated by a solidus (“/”) are alternatives of each other. 

4. The entire text remains subject to negotiation and it cannot be inferred that agreement has been 
reached concerning text appearing outside of square brackets. 
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I. [Measures related to] / [Controlling] the supply [and sales] of tobacco 

(Elimination of [supply] / [sales] / [supply and sales] to and by [young persons] / [minors]) 

8. Each Party shall [, to the extent possible,][[take] / [decide on] appropriate measures to] 
[prohibit] / [restrict] [sales and supply of] tobacco [sales [and supply]] to [and by] [persons under the 
age of 18] / [[[legal] minors] / [young persons and adolescents] [as determined by [domestic] / 
[national] law]] / [minor as defined by national legislation of the Parties].1 [[To this end, each Party 
shall [, to the extent possible within the means at its disposal and its capabilities]] / [These measures 
may include as appropriate]:] 

[(a) [[each Party] require [, within the means at its disposal,] that [all] / [the] [suppliers] 
[and] / [sellers] of tobacco products post signs at the point of sale[s and supply] which carry a 
health warning [and indicate] / [indicating] that the [supply and] sale of tobacco products to 
persons under [the] age [of 18] is prohibited];] 

or 

 [require that all sellers of tobacco products request that each tobacco purchaser provide 
appropriate evidence of having reached full legal age and put a clear and prominent indicator 
inside their sales point about the prohibition of tobacco sales to legal minors] 

or 

 [all sellers of tobacco products shall display signs requiring proof that the buyer is 
over 18] 

(b) require[ments] [, within the means at its disposal,] that [all] / [the] [suppliers] [and] / 
[sellers] of tobacco products [request that each tobacco purchaser provide appropriate evidence 
of having] / [take all reasonable steps to ensure that buyers have] / [[be satisfied] / [establish] 
that each tobacco purchaser has] reached the age [of [18]] / [for purchase of such products 
required in national law] / [majority as determined by domestic law]; 

(c) [strictly restrict access to] / [take appropriate measures to restrict persons under the age 
of 18 to access] / [require appropriate measures to strictly restrict minors as determined by 
domestic law to access to tobacco vending machines] / [prohibit] tobacco vending machines [at 
any locations of the countries] [[and other similar [apparatus] / [devices]], and prohibit tobacco 
sales via the Internet [to persons under 18] / [minors as determined by domestic law] [and ban 
the selling of tobacco products from shelves or supermarkets, convenience shops and similar 
establishments where customers can freely pick up the goods, and by street vendors and 
pavement stalls,] [within a period of no [more] / [greater] than […] / [three] years] [following 
the ratification of this Convention by each Party]] [and prohibit self-service displays of tobacco 
products at retail]; [prohibit the sale of tobacco products in shelves of supermarkets, 
mini-markets, convenience shops and alike establishments, where the customer can freely pick 
up the goods and the sale of tobacco by street vendors] 

                                                      
1 It was suggested that the phrase “minor as defined by national legislation of the Parties” be used throughout the text. 

If this suggestion is adopted, the phrase would be changed wherever it appears in the text. 
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or 

 [prohibit tobacco vending machines and other forms of marketing such products in places 
accessible to minors, and withdraw from the market all those existing in places accessible to 
them, within a period of twelve months after the ratification of the Convention by the Parties;] 

or 

 [prohibiting tobacco vending machines in locations accessible to any person under the 
age set for purchase of tobacco products in national law, or regulate access to such machines to 
equivalent effect and prohibiting tobacco sales via the Internet.] 

[(d) prohibit [the manufacture [as well as import] and] sale of sweets and toys in the form of 
tobacco products.] 

[9. [Each Party shall [take appropriate measures to]] prohibiting [the] [tobacco] sale[s] [and [the 
free distribution] / [supply] [of tobacco products] by [persons under the age [of 18] / [set for purchase 
of such products required in national law]] / [[legal] minors [as determined by domestic law]] [should 
this be necessary to prevent the sale of tobacco products to minors].] 

[10. Each Party shall [, according to its capabilities,] prohibit[ing] the [free distribution and] sale 
[and the free distribution] of [individual] cigarettes [individually] or [in packets] / [any other kind of 
packaging] of fewer than [10] / [20] cigarettes [should this be necessary to prevent the sale of tobacco 
products to minors].] 

[[11.] Each Party shall [, according to its capabilities,] [ensure] / [implement appropriate legal and 
other measures to verify] compliance with paragraphs 8 to [10] / [9] above [and implement] / [. Such 
measures shall include] appropriate penalties against sellers and distributors for the violation of 
measures prohibiting sales of tobacco products [to [and by] [persons under the age of 18] / [minors as 
determined by domestic law] / [legal minors]].] 

[[12.] Each Party shall [take] / [implement] [appropriate legal and other] measures to [ensure that no 
criminal penalties are imposed [consistent with national laws] against [persons under the age of 18] / 
[[legal] minors [as determined by domestic law]] for [selling or] buying [and selling] tobacco products 
[for personal use]] / [verify compliance with paragraph 8 above, taking into account the provisions 
applicable according to national law in case of breaches of law by under-age purchasers and sellers of 
tobacco products].1] 

or 

 [Each Party shall implement appropriate legal and other measures to verify compliance with 
paragraph[s] 8 [to 10] above, taking [into] account [the provisions applicable] according to national 
law [of the provisions applicable] in case of breaches of law by under-age purchasers and sellers of 
tobacco products.] 

 

=     =     = 
                                                      

1 There has been a suggestion that sections I.11-12 be merged with section J on compensation and liability. 


